
They say a picture is worth a thousand words.  This picture below is worth FAR MORE than that!  This picture,    
taken just weeks ago at MAG’s Rus Rus mission base in eastern Honduras, is the culmination of HUNDREDS of people, 
churches, volunteers, donors, and prayer partners; of THOUSANDS of man-hours of training, preparation, and aircraft 
maintenance; of HUNDREDS of THOUSANDS of dollars of Kingdom resources over the last FOUR YEARS—all coming  
together in fulfillment of a promise to get MAG missionaries and aircraft back to delivering “Help and Hope by Air”      
to the remote people of eastern Honduras—and beyond!  This one extraordinary picture represents ALL THAT. 

Now on the ground in Rus Rus, Honduras, (photo above) MAG missionaries Christoph and Nina Hochenburger (left) and 
Brad and Crystal Hoblit (right) are joined by MAG Flight Department Manager and Lead Flight Instructor, Sean Garrigan 
(center) after delivering N383MG, the first of two MAG air ambulances that will be assigned to the Rus Rus Base.  The 
Hoblits and Hochenburgers will round out their team as they are joined in Rus Rus by a third MAG family, the Crothers, 
in late December, just in time to begin ministry and medical flight operations for what is typically the “busy season” of 
VBS programs and medical brigades already scheduled for January through March,  once again with air support! 
 
Sometimes we wonder WHY it all seems to be so difficult, take so much time, or why God allows so many obstacles, or 
puts us in these “impossible” positions.  Actually, scripture is pretty clear about that.  I keep going back to Joshua 3.  
After a long season of preparation, God spoke to Joshua about their final push across the Jordan and the  challenges 
that awaited them on the other side.  God made it clear that HE would act faithfully, powerfully, and even supernatu-
rally, SO THAT (v.10) they would know HE was among them and ultimately, (Josh 4:24) “so that all the peoples of the 
earth might know that the hand of the LORD is powerful and so that you might always fear the LORD your God.” 
 
So here WE are.  The ministry flying now before us—that will bring the compassion of Christ and the Gospel of Christ to 
these remote peoples—is simply impossible without funding.  It will take about $25,000 to fully fund the first 100 hours 
of flight time and to re-engage with villages and other mission hospitals throughout the region.  Will you please help 
MAG do this “impossible” work…so that all the peoples of the earth might know the LORD [their] God? 
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“That all the peoples of the earth might know...” 

By Sean Donnelly 



MAG is a Christian organization utilizing aircraft to deliver medical care and to support humanitarian, relief, and minis-

try operations in poor and remote areas.  Contact us about how to be part of delivering  “Help and Hope by Air” 

Missionary Air Group, Inc.  was incorporated in 1984 and is designated by the IRS as a 501(c)(3) charity. 

PO Box 5160  Burlington, NC  27216  USA                            (336) 792-5200                                     www.flyMAG.org 

2021 MAG Ministry Highlights 

JANUARY 

     Continued distribution of hurricane relief and 

     Missionary Staff Deployment to Honduras 

FEBRUARY 

     Vacation Bible  School in Rus Rus 

     and surrounding villages [photo 1] 

MARCH 

     Our first all Honduran medical 

     and dental outreach [photo 2-3] 

MAY 

     MAG/MMS Pilot-Mechanic 

     Apprenticeship Graduation 

     (Ryan Hokuf and Keith Woockman) 

JULY 

     New MAG HQ Staff comes onboard 

     (Brooks and Woockman families) 

AUGUST 

     Shipping Container pack-up [photo 4-5] 

OCTOBER 

     Aircraft Dedication and N383MG 

     Deployed to Honduras  
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DECEMBER 

     Aircraft 

    Circulation 

     Permit and 

     Container 

     Arrival 
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